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a b s t r a c t

Pervaporation through zeolite membranes involves local heat effects and combined heat and mass trans-
port. The current state-of-the-art Maxwell–Stefan (M–S) models do not take these effects into account.
In this study, transport equations for the coupled heat and mass transport through a zeolite membrane
are derived from the framework of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (NET). Moreover, the assumption
of equilibrium between the adjacent bulk phases at the feed and permeate sides of the zeolite layer is
abandoned in favor of local equilibrium. The equations have been used to model pervaporation of water
through a 2 �m thick NaA type zeolite membrane, deposited on an asymmetric �-alumina support, at a
feed temperature of 348 K. Assuming a flux of 10 kg m−2 h−1(0.15 mol m−2 s−1), the transport through the
zeolite layer, as well as the liquid feed side boundary layer and the support layers is modeled. The activity,
fugacity, and temperature profiles are calculated with and without taking coupling effects and surfaces
into account. The profiles show distinct differences between the two cases. Including the surface effects
leads to discontinuities in the activity and temperature at the membrane interfaces. A significantly higher

temperature drop of 1.3 K is calculated across the zeolite, compared to 0.4 K when surface and coupling
effects are not accounted for. The calculated decrease in temperature over the zeolite layer is dominated
by the surfaces. This could indicate that temperature polarization is, to a large extent, a surface effect.
The heat flux induces an extra driving force for mass transport, reducing the activity difference over the
membrane. A positive jump in activity is observed at the interfaces, revealing the mass transport across
the interfaces is governed by the coupling with the heat flux. The support layers contribute significantly

rt res
to the total mass transpo

. Introduction

The transport through zeolite membranes is generally described
ollowing an adsorption–diffusion mechanism, where molecules
rst diffuse from the bulk feed to the zeolite surface. Next, they
dsorb to the sites on the zeolite surface and in the zeolite pores.
he adsorbed molecules diffuse through the zeolite, driven by the
hemical potential gradient within the pore. At the permeate side
f the membrane, molecules desorb from the zeolite and into the
upport pores to the bulk permeate [1]. Non-equilibrium thermo-
ynamics in the form of the M–S equations, are generally used

o model mass transport in zeolites and zeolite membranes [2].
hey have been successfully applied to several systems [3–5]. The
quations balance the driving forces with the friction exerted on
olecules [6]. The M–S equations have also been used to model gas

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31 152783647; fax: +31 152786975.
E-mail address: J.Kuhn@TUDelft.nl (J. Kuhn).

376-7388/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.memsci.2009.01.019
istance.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

and vapor permeation [7–9] and pervaporation processes in zeolite
[10] and silica [11] membranes.

Pervaporation is a mode of operation in membrane separation
processes, where a liquid mixture is fed to a membrane, whereas the
permeate side is in gaseous, either by maintaining a low pressure or
by introducing a purge gas. One or more components from the mix-
ture selectively permeate through the membrane, and effectively
evaporate into the vapor phase [10]. The phase-change enthalpy of
the permeating components can be added by pre-heating the liq-
uid feed. In the case a of large membrane surface area, intermediate
heating steps are required. Temperature polarization is a local tem-
perature drop at the membrane surface due to evaporation of the
permeating components. This effect has been observed in perva-
poration processes and has a detrimental effect on the membrane

performance [12].

Zeolites are microporous aluminosilicates, and are generally
chemically and thermally robust. Zeolite membranes are also well
suited for pervaporation processes, which is already a commercially
applied process [13,14]. Because zeolites have a uniform crystalline

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03767388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/memsci
mailto:J.Kuhn@TUDelft.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2009.01.019
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orous structure, and don’t swell, they are well suited for modeling
tudies [15]. Adsorption in a zeolite from the vapor phase is usually
hysisorption and is therefore an exothermic, non-activated pro-
ess [10]. When a component adsorbs from the liquid phase, the net
nthalpy change is derived from the adsorption enthalpy and the
hase-change enthalpy. In current modeling it is generally assumed
hat the membrane has a uniform temperature [16]. However, the
dsorption and desorption step and the phase change of the per-
eating substance during transport from the feed to the permeate

ide of the membrane impose strong local heat effects, which can
esult in large local temperature gradients. The combined heat and

ass transport in current modeling studies only involve a reduction
n the driving force due to temperature polarization on the liquid
ide, and incorporate the temperature dependency of adsorption
quilibria and diffusivities [11,17].

The theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (NET) is based
n the assumption of local equilibrium and linear flux-force rela-
ions. Furthermore, NET is the only theory capable of describing
oupling between fluxes. These coupling effects have shown to be
ssential to correctly describe the dissipation of energy in polymer
uel cells [18]. It has been shown that in a membrane/permeant
ystem, the coupling effects can differ greatly from that in a contin-
ous system [19]. However, to our knowledge, there are no studies
n the coupling between mass and heat transport in pervaporation
rocesses.

In current modeling of zeolite transport, equilibrium between
ny two adjacent phases is assumed, i.e. the adsorbed phase in
he zeolite is assumed to be in equilibrium with the bulk fluid at
he zeolite surface. Only recently, Kjelstrup and Bedeaux [20,21]
bandoned the assumption of equilibrium across the interfaces and
efined the interface properties using local equilibrium instead.

nzoli et al. have concluded from a non-equilibrium molecular
ynamics study on the adsorption of n-butane on a silicalite-1
embrane, that the surface is rate-limiting to heat transfer and

hat transport in zeolites should include a thermal driving force, in
ddition to the chemical driving force [22].

In this study we use the framework of NET and the dividing sur-
ace to derive transport equations for pervaporation. For simplicity,
he equations for a single component system are described, but the
eneralization to a multi-component system is straight-forward.
he equations shall be applied to calculate the activity and temper-
ture profiles across a hydrophilic NaA zeolite membrane during
ure water pervaporation. The chosen process conditions and phys-

cal properties are based on experimental data. NaA is the sodium
orm of the LTA type zeolite, a highly hydrophilic zeolite with small
ores, that has shown to give high water fluxes under pervapora-
ion conditions [23]. This type of membrane is already being used
n commercial scale for de-watering of solvents under pervapo-
ation conditions [13,14]. Although NaA membranes often contain
efects and pinholes [24], for simplicity, we will assume a perfect
rystalline, defect-free zeolite layer.

To show the effect of considering the coupling and surface effects
n mass and heat transport, the temperature, fugacity and activity
rofiles across the zeolite membrane will be calculated (NET model)
nd compared to a model where no coupling and no surface effects
re taken into account (no coupling, no surfaces (nCnS) model). The
erminology will follow that introduced by Kjelstrup and Bedeaux
25].

. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics description of

ransport

Fig. 1 gives a schematic representation of the mass and heat
uxes observed in a pervaporation process. Using the framework
f NET and the concept of the dividing surface, the transport of
Fig. 1. Coupling of mass and heat transport in a membrane under pervaporation
conditions.

mass through the zeolite membrane can be divided into five steps

(1) diffusion from the bulk to the liquid/zeolite interface
(2) transfer across the liquid/zeolite surface
(3) diffusion through the zeolite layer
(4) transfer across zeolite/support surface
(5) diffusion into the bulk permeate through the support pores

In Fig. 1 the mass flux, Ji, is directed from left to right, follow-
ing the above mentioned five steps. At the liquid/zeolite interfaces
(step 2), the adsorption into the zeolitic pores takes place, releasing
the enthalpy of adsorption as heat. At the zeolite/support interface,
the permeating molecules desorb into the gas phase, requiring the
enthalpy of desorption. By neglecting the temperature dependence
of the enthalpy and the heat capacity, the observable heat flux, J′q,
only changes at the interfaces, where the permeating water under-
goes an enthalpy change. The enthalpy change at the liquid/zeolite
interface is denoted by �l/zHi. Since we assume steady state oper-
ation, the mass flux, is constant throughout the whole system. The
energy balance over the liquid/zeolite interface, relating the observ-
able heat flux in the zeolite layer, J′ z

q , to the heat flux in the liquid
boundary layer, J′ l

q , then becomes

J′ z
q = J′ l

q − Ji�l,zHi (1)

At the zeolite/support interface, an enthalpy change, �z,supHi,
occurs. The observable heat flux in the support, J′ sup

q , can be related
to the heat flux in the zeolite layer, J′ z

q , by the energy balance

J′ sup
q = J′ z

q − Ji�z,supHi (2)

The double arrows in between the heat and mass flux in Fig. 1,
indicate the coupling between these heat fluxes and the mass flux.

The entropy production rate in the absence of a chemical reac-
tion, is obtained as the sum of the product of the thermodynamic
driving forces and conjugate fluxes. When linear relations between

the fluxes and the driving forces are assumed this results in [25]

� = J′q
(

−∇T

T2

)
+ Ji

(
−∇�i,T

T

)
(3)
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The driving forces can be written in local-linear form using the
esistivities, rij . For combined mass and heat transport this results
n

∇�i,T

T
= r��Ji + r�qJ′q (4)

∇T

T2
= rq�Ji + rqqJ′q (5)

The component molar flux, Ji, can be written as ci�i, where
i = cxi denotes the concentration of component i. In Eq. (4), ∇�i,T

enotes the chemical potential gradient at constant temperature as
he driving force for mass transport. In the case of transport through

porous membrane, the membrane can be viewed as a compo-
ent, M. Using the membrane as frame of reference, the velocity,
M , equals zero 0. The thermal resistivity is related to the Fourier

hermal conductivity by [26]

qq = 1
�T2

(6)

By defining a diffusivity, describing the interaction between the
embrane and a permeating compound, , as

(7)

e can write the coupled transport equations in a form compa-
able to the Maxwell–Stefan equations, often used for membrane
ransport modeling [1].

(8)

�∇T = −q∗
i Ji + J′q (9)

here is an effective diffusivity defined as the ratio of the
iffusivity describing the interaction between the membrane, M,
nd component i, and the molar fraction of the membrane, xM [2],
s

(10)

nd J′q again denotes the measurable heat flux. The coupling is
escribed by the heat of transfer, q∗

i
, which is defined as

∗
i ≡
(

J′q
Ji

)
dT=0

= − rq�

rqq
(11)

Eqs. (8) and (9) describe the combined mass and heat transport
n the zeolite layer. Under isothermal conditions, Eq. (8) reduces to

(12)

This equation is often referred to as the M–S equation [2]. When
q. (12) is to be applied to non-isothermal conditions, an error is
ade because then the coupling terms are omitted. In this study,
e will show the influence of neglecting the coupling terms on

he calculated temperature and activity profiles. Moreover, we will
nvestigate the influence of taking the coupled mass and heat trans-
er across the membrane interfaces into account.

.1. Coupled heat and mass transport across interfaces
Recently Bedeaux and Kjelstrup introduced transport equations
cross surfaces which incorporate coupling between heat and mass
ransport [20,25]. The interface was considered as a separate ther-

odynamic system between the two adjacent phases. Although the
Fig. 2. Standard notation for transport across surfaces [25].

system is always at local equilibrium, the assumption of global equi-
librium (requesting the temperature and chemical potential to be
continuous) was abandoned. In pervaporation processes, there is a
phase change at the membrane surfaces, where the species adsorb
from the liquid phase, and at the permeate side, where the adsorbed
species desorb into the vapor phase. The adsorption and desorption
also induce heat effects at these surfaces.

Fig. 2 gives a schematic representation of a dividing surface and
the standard notation, as used by Kjelstrup and Bedeaux [25]. This
notation is based on the two phases (i and o) adjacent to the sur-
face, s: e.g. the molar flux from the i-side across the surface, s, is
denoted by Ji,o

i
. Or alternatively stated, the first superscript indi-

cates the phase on one side of the surface and the second superscript
indicates the adjacent phase.

For a surface with heat and single component mass transport,
the surface excess entropy production, �s, can be written as [25]

�s = J′i,oq

(
�i,s

1
T

)
+ J′o,i

q

(
�s,o

1
T

)
+Ji,o

i

(
− 1

Ts
�i,s�j,T

)
+ Jo,i

i

(
− 1

Ts
�s,o�j,T

)
(13)

At steady state, there is no accumulation of mass at the inter-
faces, hence, Jo,i

i
= Ji,o

i
. In the measurable heat flux, however, there

is a discontinuity at the interfaces (Eqs. (1) and (2)), due to the
macroscopically discrete nature of the surface. Therefore, deriva-
tives in Eqs. (8) and (9) are here replaced by differences. We can
choose to eliminate either J′i,oq or J′o,i

q , because they are inter-linked
by the energy balances. If we assume feed conditions are known,
and we want to calculate the temperature and activity difference
over the interface, it is best to eliminate J′i,oq . For a one-component

system in steady state, Eq. (13) then reduces to [25]

�s = J′o,i
q �i,o

1
T

− Ji
�i,o�T (Ti)

Ti
(14)
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From the linear flux force relations the transport equations for
eat and mass of a single component over the surface, after some
lgebra and using the Gibbs–Duhem relation and the Onsager rela-
ions, it follows [25]

�i,oT = TiTors
qq(J′o,i

q − q∗ s,o
i

Ji) (15)

�i,o�T (Ti)

Ti
= rs

��Ji − rs
qqq∗ s,o

i
J′o,i
q (16)

The chemical potential is here defined at Ti, which is the tem-
erature on the left hand side of the surface (Fig. 2). Eqs. (15) and
16) can be used to define the resistivity coefficients, rs

�� and rs
qq.

hese are properties of the surface, and correlate the discrete dif-
erence in, respectively, chemical potential and temperature over
he interface to the mass and heat fluxes across the surface.

The heat of transfer, q∗ s,o
i

is defined as

∗ s,o
i

≡
(

J′o,i
q

Ji

)
�i,oT=0

(17)

The q∗ s,o
i

and the corresponding value with J′i,oq , q∗ s,i
i

, are inter-
elated by

∗ s,o
i

− q∗ s,i
i

= −�i,oHi (18)

The chemical potential can be written as a function of the activity
y

i = �0
i + RT ln(ai) (19)

here �0
i

is the chemical potential at the reference state, which can
e a function of temperature and ai denotes the activity of compo-
ent i, which is defined as the ratio of the fugacity at local conditions
nd the fugacity at the reference state.

i = fi
f 0
i

(20)

Combining Eq. (19) with Eq. (16), we can now write the differ-
nce in chemical potential over the surface as

�i,o�T (Ti)

Ti
= R ln

(
ai,o

i
(Ti)

ao,i
i

(Ti)

)
= rs

��Ji − rs
qqq∗ s,o

i
J′o,i
q (21)

For the reference state in Eq. (20), we choose the fugacity of a
iquid in equilibrium with a vapor at local temperature. Using the
ibbs–Helmholtz relation combined with Eq. (19), we can correct

he activity at the o-side of the surface defined at Ti, ao,i
i

(Ti) to the

ctivity at the local temperature, ao,i
i

(To), by

ln

(
ao,i

i
(To)

ao,i
i

(Ti)

)
= (ho

i − h0
i )

(
�i,oT

TiTo

)
(22)

here ho
i

and h0
i

are the partial molar enthalpies of component i
n the o-side of the surface, and at the reference state, respectively.
s in Eq. (20), the reference state is a liquid in equilibrium with a
apor at local temperature. So, when the surface resistivities and
he heat flux out of the surface are known, the temperature and
ugacity differences over the membrane can be determined, using
qs. (15), (21) and (22).

.2. Heat and mass transport through the multi-layer system
In this section the equations for the above combined heat and
ass transport are adapted to a single component pervaporation

rocess, consisting of diffusion through the liquid boundary layer,
zeolite membrane and a porous support. The transport equations
Science 330 (2009) 388–398 391

are presented according to the different steps which the permeating
molecules undergo, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2.1. Transport in the liquid boundary layer
All transfers in the liquid phase can be assumed to take place in

the laminar boundary layer [27](step 1 in Fig. 1). For single compo-
nent bulk diffusion, there is no gradient in chemical potential. The
heat flux, in the absence of a driving force for mass transport, can
be described by the Fourier equation,

−�∇T = J′q (23)

When the heat flux within the boundary layer is constant, the
temperature as a function of the laminar film thickness, z, becomes

T(z) = Tl,bulk − J′lq
�

z (24)

This sets the z-coordinate at zero at the liquid bulk phase, or at
ıT,film, at the liquid/zeolite surface.

2.2.2. Transport through the zeolite layer
The adsorbed species diffusing through zeolitic pores (step 3

in Fig. 1) experience a strong interaction with the pore walls. The
dominating diffusion mechanism in this case is configurational or
zeolitic diffusion. The driving force for mass transport is the chem-
ical potential gradient, which can be expressed as the gradient in
fractional loading of the adsorbed species, �i, using [2]

�i
∇�i,T

RT
= �iM∇�i (25)

The interaction with the pore walls is expressed by the so-called
thermodynamic correction factor, �iM , which can be determined
from equilibrium experiments. It is defined by the Darken equation
[6], which for single component diffusion can be written as

�iM = ∂ ln fi
∂ ln �i

= �i

fi

∂fi
∂�i

(26)

Combining Eq. (25) with Eq. (8), and writing the concentration
ci as 
zεzqsat

i
�i, we find

(27)

Where 
z is the zeolite density, εz is the zeolite porosity, qsat
i

is the
saturation loading, and �i denotes the fractional loading inside the
zeolite pores.

When the coupling terms are neglected, the transport in the
zeolite layer, Eq. (27) reduces to

(28)

We now have Eqs. (27) and (9) to describe the coupled heat and
mass transfer (NET model), and Eqs. (28) and (23) to describe non-
coupled heat and mass transfer of a single component in a zeolite
(nCnS model). Comparing the two sets of equations, we see equa-
tion that (27) can be seen as the M–S equations (Eq. (28)) with an
extra term describing the molar flux caused by the temperature gra-
dient, while Eq. (9) can be seen as the Fourier equation (Eq. (23))
with an extra term describing the coupling effects.

2.2.3. Transport across the liquid/zeolite interface

The molecules at the membrane surface transfer to an adsorbed

phase, over the liquid/zeolite interface (step 2 in Fig. 1). Since
the feed temperature is known, and the temperature at the
liquid/zeolite interface was determined using Eq. (24), the temper-
ature difference over the interface can be calculated using Eq. (15).
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sing the calculated temperature difference and by combining Eq.
21) with (22), we can find the activity difference over the surface
sing

ln

(
ai,o

i
(Ti)

ao,i
i

(To)

)
= rs

��Ji − rs
qqq∗ s,o

i
J′o,i
q − (ho

i − h0
i )

(
�i,oT

TiTo

)
(29)

here, at the liquid/zeolite interface, the i-side denotes the liquid
hase, while the o-side is the adsorbed phase in the zeolite.

.2.4. Transport across the zeolite/support interface
From Eqs. (27) and (9) the conditions at the i-side of the zeo-

ite/support interface are calculated. Therefore, Eqs. (15) and (29)
or the liquid/zeolite interface can also be applied to calculate
he temperature and activity difference across the zeolite/support
nterface (step 4 in Fig. 1). In the equations the i-side now denotes
he adsorbed phase in the zeolite, and o-side is the gaseous phase
n the support material.

.3. Transport through the porous support material

After the permeating molecules have been transferred across the
eolite/support interface, they diffuse through the support pores
oward the bulk permeate gas phase (step 5 in Fig. 1). The resistance
n the support layer of a ceramic membrane can have a profound
ontribution to the total mass transport resistance [28,29]. Most
odeling on transport in membranes is based on the dusty gas
odel (DGM) [2,28]. Although the model neglects the Maxwell slip

erm [30,31], it has been shown to model the transport in porous
edia with relative high accuracy, therefore the use of the DGM

s widely accepted. In the DGM, the membrane is considered as a
seudo species in the mixture which is motionless and of infinite
olar mass. The flux through the support is described by a combi-

ation of Knudsen diffusion and viscous flow. The viscous flow is not
olecular diffusion, and therefore has no coupling effects. Using Eq.

8), the coupling between mass and heat flux can be incorporated in
he Knudsen flow. When the support is assumed to have cylindrical
ores, the molar flux in the porous support can be written as

here ci,pore is the concentration of component i in the support

ores and is the effective Knudsen diffusivity, given by
2].

(31)

For a single component gas on the low pressure permeate side
f the membrane, the ideal gas law can be applied. By substituting
q. (19) in Eq. (30), whereby the fugacity of the permeating com-
onent equals the pressure, the pressure drop over the support can
e written as

(32)

Analogously to the zeolite layer, Eq. (9) is used to describe the
eat transport through the support, using the heat of transport of

he permeating component inside the support layer, q∗ sup

i
. For the

emperature gradient in the support we can write

′ sup
q = −�

∂T

∂z
+ q∗ sup

i
Ji (33)
Science 330 (2009) 388–398

(30)

When the coupling between heat and mass transport is
neglected, Eq. (32) simplifies to

(34)

Eq. (32) describes the coupled mass transport in the porous
support (NET model), while the non-coupled mass transport is
described by Eq. (34)(nCnS model). The coupled heat transport in
the support layers is described by Eq. (33)(NET model), which, for
the nCnS model, again reduces to the Fourier equation when the
coupling is neglected.

3. Calculations

To illustrate the impact of the surface and the coupling effects
on a pervaporation process, the equations presented in the previous
sections were applied to model pure water pervaporation through
a NaA zeolite membrane, deposited on an asymmetric �-alumina
support. In the calculations we considered a membrane with a zeo-
lite layer thickness of 2 �m deposited on an three-layer asymmetric
�-alumina layer. Although there are not many values of pure water
permeation reported, a flux of 10 kg m−2 h−1 (0.15 mol m−2 s−1)
pure water was assumed at a feed temperature of 348 K. A sim-
ilar flux has been measured for pure water pervaporation in an
all-silica DD3R zeolite membrane at a temperature of 398 K [32].
The values of the membrane thickness, feed temperature and flux
represent the performance of a high performance NaA membrane
[29].

3.1. Estimation of transport parameters

In this section, the parameters, required to solve the presented
transport equations for water pervaporation trough a LTA-type
membrane, are estimated. The sequence in which the estimated
parameters are presented follows the different steps denoted in
Fig. 1.

3.1.1. The liquid boundary layer
To obtain the boundary layer thickness, ıT , we assumed turbu-

lent flow (Re = 50 × 103) and a geometric length, lgeo, of 5 × 10−3 m,
which is a typical value for the inner radius of a zeolite membrane
tube. The Nusselt number, Nu, for turbulent flow in a tube was
determined using the Dittus-Boelter correlation [33]

Nu = 0.023 Re4/5Pr0.3 (35)

ıT is then determined using [33]

Nu = (�/ıT )lgeo

�
= lgeo

ıT
(36)

Using Eqs. (35) and (36), a laminar film thickness of 28.4 �m was
calculated. This value was then used as a boundary condition in Eq.
(24) to calculate the temperature profile across the liquid boundary
layer.
3.1.2. Zeolite layer: adsorption
Water adsorbed in hydrophilic zeolites has a density and dif-

fusion behavior in between that of a solid and a liquid [34,35].
In hydrophobic zeolites the behavior of adsorbed water lies in
between that of a liquid and a vapor [36]. For the estimation of
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Table 1
Parameters for adsorption of water on a NaA type zeolite.

Parameter Value Unit Reference

K −3 −1

q
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Table 3
Thermal conductivity data and densities for water, NaA zeolite and an �-alumina
support.

Parameter Value Unit Reference

�w,l 0.65 W m−1 K−1 [46]
�w,g ∼ 0 W m−1 K−1 [46]

−1 −1

faces, using k = 0.3, are listed in Table 4. The enthalpy differences,
w 10 Pa [40]
sat
w 15 molw kgz

−1 [40]
l,zHw −18 × 103 J mol−1 [39]
z,supHw 65 × 103 J mol−1 [39]

dsorption and diffusion parameters we used results from molec-
lar simulation and experimental data.

Water adsorption on NaA was described by a single-site Lang-
uir adsorption behavior [34].

w = qeq
w

qsat
w

= Kwfw
1 + Kwfw

(37)

The Antoine equation was used to correlate the vapor pressure,
sat
w , to the temperature [37]. The liquid fugacity was then deter-
ined by [38]

w = Psat
w �sat

w exp

[
Vl

m,w

(
P − Psat

w

)
RT

]
(38)

The fugacity coefficient �sat
w is unity for the conditions consid-

red. The adsorbed water in the zeolite layer is transported through
he membrane and finally desorbs into the support layer. At the
iquid/zeolite interface, the enthalpy change �l,zHw is the adsorp-
ion enthalpy of water on NaA, −18 kJ mol−1. At the zeolite/support
nterface, the desorption step is accompanied by a phase change,
his results in an enthalpy change, �z,supHw of 65 kJ mol−1[39].
able 1 gives the values of the adsorption parameters used in the
alculations. Because of the steep adsorption isotherm, the loading
f water in the highly hydrophilic zeolite is close to saturation at all
ositions in the membrane.

.1.3. Zeolite layer: diffusion
The diffusivities of adsorbed species in zeolites with cage like

tructures are often a strong function of the loading [41,42]. To
odel the loading dependency of the diffusivity, the Reed–Ehrlich

ormulation was used [43]. This method relates the diffusivity to
he loading via [44]

(39)

herein � and ε are defined as

= ˛1 · exp(˛2�) (40)

= (ˇ − 1 + 2�)�
2(1 − �)

(41)

ith

=
√

1 − 4�(1 − �)(1 − 1/�) (42)
The Reed–Ehrlich equations were fitted to NEMD data of water
iffusion in NaA [45]. Table 2 shows the fitted parameters for cal-
ulating the water diffusivity. Since, in this system, the loading

s always close to saturation, the calculated values of are

able 2
itted Reed–Ehrlich parameters for NEMD data [45] of water diffusivity in a NaA
ype zeolite.

arameter Value Unit

1 1.22
2 0.165
3 3.05 × 10−10 m2 s−1
�z 0.10 W m K [47]
�sup 30 W m−1 K−1 [46]

w 1000 kg m−3 [46]

z 1415 kg m−3 [48]

∼ 4 × 10−10 m2 s−1 and do not differ significantly over the mem-
brane thickness.

3.1.4. Zeolite layer: heat of transfer
The adsorbed phase in the zeolite is assumed to resemble liquid-

like properties. For the heat of transfer of water in the zeolite we
used the same estimation which was used by Kjelstrup et al. for
water in a polymer fuel cell [25].

q∗ z
w = −SwT (43)

where Sw is the entropy of the adsorbed phase, which in this case is
assumed to be equal to the liquid entropy of water, Sw,l . The calcu-
lated heat of transfer is −6.3 J mol−1, which lies in a range of values
found for q∗ z

w of butane in a silicalite-1 membrane [22].

3.1.5. Zeolite layer: thermal conductivity
We assumed the effective thermal conductivity, �eff , to be a

linear combination of the volume fractions, vi, and the thermal
conductivities, �i, of the sorbent and sorbate species.

�eff =
n∑

i=1

vi�i (44)

The volume fraction of adsorbed water in a zeolite can be written
as a function of the fractional loading as

vw = �wqsat
w Mw
w


z + �wqsat
w Mw
w

(45)

The thermal conductivities used in the calculations are shown
in Table 3. Using these data, an effective thermal conductivity of the
zeolite layer, �z

eff
, is found to be ∼ 0.6 W m−1 K−1.

3.1.6. Dividing surfaces
At the dividing surfaces, the values for q∗ s,o

w were estimated as a
fraction of the enthalpy difference across the surface [49].

q∗ s,o
w = −k�i,oHw (46)

Previous studies on vapor–liquid equilibria, gave k in Eq. (46)
equal to 0.3 for the vapor side of the interface [50]. The values of q∗ s,o

w

for the liquid zeolite (q∗ l,z
w ) and the zeolite/support (q∗ z,sup

w ) inter-
used in Eq. (46), are listed in Table 1.
Because of the novelty of the concept of the dividing surface,

the required transport parameters are not readily available. The
resistivities (rs

qq and rs
��) of the surface were assumed to be the

Table 4
Parameters used for transport across the liquid/zeolite and zeolite/support
interfaces.

Parameter Value Unit Reference

q∗ l,z
w 5.4 × 103 J mol−1 [39,49]

q∗ z,sup
w −19.5 × 103 J mol−1 [39,49]

rs
qq 6 × 10−10 m2 s J−1 K−1 [51]

rs
�� 5 × 10−4 J m2 s mol−2 K−1 [51]
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Table 5
Parameters for the asymmetric �-alumina support.

Parameter Value Unit

 0.4
� 3
ısup,1 13 × 10−6 m
dp,1 0.22 × 10−6 m
ı 70 × 10−6 m
d
ı
d
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Table 6
Boundary conditions used it the model, giving the feed temperature, mass flux, and
observable heat flux in the support layer.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

and at the dividing surfaces.
With the saturated liquid as the reference state, it follows that

the activity in the liquid boundary layer is always unity, which
corresponds to the absence of a driving force for mass transfer.
sup,2

p,2 1.1 × 10−6 m
sup,3 1.75 × 10−3 m
p,3 5.4 × 10−6 m

ame at the liquid/zeolite and the zeolite/support interfaces. The
alues were estimated based on work of Xu et al. who performed
on-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations of a
apor–liquid interface for argon-like particles [51].

.1.7. Support layers: diffusion
In our model the zeolite layer is deposited on an asymmetric

-alumina support, which consists of three layers with increasing
hickness and pore size from the membrane side to the permeate
ide. The values used for the calculation are typical values [52,53],
iven in Table 5. These data include the porosity, , the tortuosity,
, the layer thickness, ı, of the support material, and the average
ore diameter, dp, estimated from the �-alumina particle size, dpart ,
sing [54]

p = 2
3

dpartε

1 − ε
(47)

Using these data we find Knudsen diffusivities of 6.1 × 10−6,
.1 × 10−5, and 1.5 × 10−4 m2 s−1, and viscous flow contribution
f 10%, 20%, and 60% for layer one, two, and three, respectively.

.1.8. Support layers: heat of transfer
The low pressure gas inside the support layer mainly resembles

nudsen behavior [28]. Rastogi et al. have obtained expressions
rom kinetic theory for describing the linear transport equations
or thermo-osmosis of a Knudsen gas [19]. The heat of transfer of a
nudsen gas was estimated by

∗ Kn
i = −RT

2
(48)

The value of q∗ Kn
w in the support layers is typically ∼ −1.4 ×

03 J mol−1, which is substantially higher than in the absorbed
hase in the zeolite.

.1.9. Support layers: thermal conductivity
Also in the support layers, Eq. (44) was used to determine the

verall thermal conductivity. The volume fraction of the low pres-
ure vapor in the porous structure is equal to the porosity, . The
hermal conductivity in the support is dominated by the conductiv-
ty of �-alumina, so the conductivity of the low pressure vapor was
eglected (�w,g = 0). Using Eq. (44) and the data in Tables 3 and 5
he effective thermal conductivity in the support was calculated.
qs. (32) and (9) were then used to calculate activity and tempera-
ure profiles in the support.

The data in Table 3 yields a typical value of �sup
eff

= 18 W m−1 K−1.

.2. Solution procedure

To single out the influence of the coupling and surface effects

n mass and heat transport, the transport equations have also been
olved while neglecting the surface and coupling effects (i.e. rs

qq,
s
��, and all heats of transfer, q∗

i
, are zero), which resulted in a model

onsisting of the M–S equations describing mass transport, and the
ourier equation describing heat transport. Since there is no heat
Feed temperature Tl,bulk 348 K
Molar water flux Jw 0.15 mol m−2 s−1

Heat flux in support layers J ′ sup
q 0 J m−2 s−1

supply possible after the water has passed the zeolite/support inter-
face, we have set the heat flux inside the support, J′ sup

q , equal to
zero. From this equation, it is then evident that when the coupling
is neglected, the nCnS model will predict no temperature gradient
in the support. The boundary conditions used in the calculations
are listed in Table 6.

We have considered a one-dimensional system, with transport
in the z-direction, as depicted in Fig. 1. The equations were solved
in the sequence of transport, using Matlab (ode45).

Using Eqs. (1), (2), and (33), the heat fluxes in each layer were
calculated for a given steady state molar water flux, Jw . The tem-
perature and activity gradients in each layer were calculated using
the presented equations for the NET model and the nCnS model.
From the temperature and activity gradients the activity, fugacity
and temperature profiles were obtained.

In the NET model, Eqs. (8) and (9) were used to model the mass
and heat transport in the homogeneous phase, and Eqs. (21), (22)
and (15) were used to describe transfer across the surfaces. By
neglecting the coupling effects and the contribution of the inter-
faces, the model was simplified to Eqs. (12) and (23), which is
referred to as the nCnS model.

4. Results

For the water feed temperature of 348 K, and a flux of 0.15
mol m−2 s−1, the profiles for activity, fugacity and temperature were
calculated. The activity is the ratio of the fugacity at local conditions
and the fugacity at the reference state, a pure component liquid
at the local temperature. Figs. 3, 5 and 7 show the temperature,
fugacity and activity profiles in the complete membrane system,
including laminar liquid film and support layers. In these figures
the length coordinate, �z, is given in logarithmic scale. Figs. 4, 6,
and 8 give an enlargement of the profiles in the 2 �m zeolite layer
Fig. 3. Temperature profile across the liquid film, zeolite layer and the �-alumina
support, calculated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model (dashed
line). The vertical dashed lines indicate, from left to right, the liquid/zeolite interface,
the zeolite/support interface and the boundary of the different support layers.
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Table 7
Relative contributions to temperature and fugacity difference over the membrane system at T = 348 K, Jw = 0.15 mol m−2 s−1, and J ′,sup

q = 0 J m−2 s−1.

Layer NET model nCnS model

�layerT

�totT

�layer f

�tot f

�layera

�tota

�layerT

�totT

�layer f

�tot f

�layera

�tota

Liquid film 25.2% 6.8% 0.0% 90.5% 7.1% 0.0%
Surface liquid/zeolite 52.9% 6.1% −10.6%
Zeolite layer 2.9% 44.7%
Surface zeolite/support 17.2% −0.5%
Support layers 1.8% 32.8%
Total difference −1.3 K −7.4 kPa
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ig. 4. Temperature profile across the zeolite layer and the dividing surfaces calcu-
ated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model (dashed line). The figure is
n enlargement of Fig. 3. The vertical dashed lines indicate the liquid/zeolite interface
nd the zeolite/support interface.

he enthalpy at the reference state is therefore equal to the liquid
nthalpy. For the enthalpy differences in Eq. (22) this now yields
he enthalpy of adsorption at the liquid/zeolite interface and the
eat of evaporation at the zeolite/support interface.

Fig. 3 shows a temperature difference over the membrane sys-
em of 1.3 K is calculated using the NET model. Neglecting the
oupling effects, results in more than a three fold lower total tem-
erature difference (0.4 K). The larges temperature drop is observed
t the interfaces (Fig. 4).

Fig. 8 shows that at the liquid/zeolite and the zeolite support

nterfaces, the activity increases with, respectively, 11% and 6% of
he total difference. The fugacity shows a drop at the liquid/zeolite
nterface of 6%, while at the zeolite/support interface, there is a
mall positive jump in fugacity (−0.5%).

ig. 5. Profile of the fugacity of water across the liquid film, zeolite layer, the �-
lumina support, calculated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model
dashed line). The vertical dashed lines indicate, from left to right, the liquid/zeolite
nterface, the zeolite/support interface and the boundary of the different support
ayers.
59.2% 9.5% 48.1% 51.4%
−6.3%
57.7% 0.0% 44.8% 48.6%
−0.15 −0.35 K −7.1 kPa −0.17

Table 7 gives an overview of the relative contributions of the
laminar boundary layer, the zeolite layer, and the support layers, as
well as the surfaces, to the total temperature, fugacity and activity
difference over the total system for both the case of incorporat-
ing (NET model) as well as neglecting (nCnS model) surfaces and
coupling effects.

Calculations have shown that neglecting the viscous flow term
in the support increases the activity and fugacity drop over the
membrane by 70% and 52%, respectively.

When the heat flux in the support, J′ sup
q , is chosen larger than

zero, the temperature and fugacity difference over the membrane
increase. Because of the positive coupling between the heat and
mass flux, the activity difference decreases with increasing heat
flux. This suggests the possibility of enhancing the mass flux by
generating a heat flux across the membrane, which can be done by
cooling the permeate side of the membrane. The effect of the heat
flux inducing mass transfer is singled out under thermal osmosis
conditions [19,25], meaning the mass flux is set to zero, while a
positive heat flux is imposed on the system. In this system, this
results in a positive activity difference over the membrane, showing
the heat flux induces a driving force for mass flux in the direction
of the heat flux.

At mass fluxes above 0.73 mol m−2 s−1, the permeate side activ-
ity becomes zero, marking the maximum flux physically attainable
in this system.

5. Discussion

The profiles in Figs. 3, 5 and 7 illustrate the impact of taking
the surface effects and the coupling between mass and heat trans-
port into account on a practical system. Since many of the transport
parameters are estimated based on different systems, the compari-
son between these models is meant as a qualitative measure for the
impact of the surface and coupling effects. The activity represents
a measure for the driving force for mass transport at constant tem-
perature and pressure, while the fugacity can be seen as a corrected
pressure, which in the support equals the actual pressure. The pro-
files for the nCnS and the NET models show distinct differences,
particularly for the temperature profiles.

Fig. 4 clearly shows that the discontinuity in the temperature
at the liquid/zeolite and zeolite/support interface. The tempera-
ture drop at the surfaces dominates the temperature drop over the
zeolite layer. At both surfaces a drop in temperature is observed,
despite the fact that at the feed side an exothermic process occurs.
This shows that the temperature difference over the surface is dom-
inated by the value of rs

qq. Approximately 70% of the temperature
drop over the whole system is generated at the surfaces. Using these
parameters, it was found that the liquid/zeolite surface has a higher
contribution than the zeolite/support surface.
The total fugacity and activity difference over the system is sim-
ilar for the NET and the nCnS model (Table 7). The discontinuities
are also observed in the fugacity and activity profiles (Figs. 6 and 8),
albeit much smaller than for the temperature. The positive jumps
in activity at the interfaces reveal that there is a molar flux across
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ig. 6. Profile of the fugacity of water across the zeolite layer and the dividing
urfaces calculated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model (dashed
ine). The figure is an enlargement of Fig. 5. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
iquid/zeolite interface and the zeolite/support interface.

he surfaces against the activity difference. This means that, at the
nterfaces, the mass transport is driven by the temperature gradient.

For the NET and the nCnS model, the fugacity and temperature
ifference over the laminar boundary layer are equal (0.5 kPa and
.3 K, respectively). However, the liquid/zeolite interface causes an
dditional 0.7 K temperature drop. This could indicate that temper-
ture polarization effects are not only limited by conduction in the
iquid phase, but also by the surface resistance. Because in the single
omponent liquid phase there is no driving force for mass trans-
ort, the NET model and the nCnS model are described with the
ame equations in the liquid boundary layer. For a multi-component
ystem, this will not be the case.

The support layers contribute significantly to the overall mass
ransport resistances (Fig. 7). This holds for both the NET and the
CnS model. Since the heat flux on the permeate side, J′ sup

q , is set to
ero, the temperature gradient in the support in Fig. 3 is only caused
y the coupling effects. The temperature difference over the support
redicted by the nCnS model is, evidently, zero, while the coupling
ffects in the NET model cause a small temperature difference. The
eat of transfer is estimated based on a pure Knudsen gas, the actual
alue of the heat of transfer in the support could be lower, reducing

he coupling effect in the support.

The temperature dependency of the adsorption and diffusion
s not taken into account in this model. The absolute temperature
ifferences are limited to a few Kelvin and the highly hydrophilic
eolite will be close to saturation in the case of pure water feed

ig. 7. Profile of the activity of water across the liquid film, zeolite layer, the �-
lumina support, calculated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model
dashed line). The vertical dashed lines indicate, from left to right, the liquid/zeolite
nterface, the zeolite/support interface and the boundary of the different support
ayers.
Fig. 8. Profile of the activity of water across the zeolite layer and the dividing surfaces
calculated using the NET model (solid line) and the nCnS model (dashed line). The
figure is an enlargement of Fig. 7. The vertical dashed lines indicate the liquid/zeolite
interface and the zeolite/support interface.

within this temperature range. The temperature dependency of dif-
fusivity and loading are therefore expected to be negligible. In the
case of gas permeation, or water transport through an apolar mem-
brane, these temperature dependencies are expected to be of more
importance.

In practice, conduction at the permeate side of the membrane
could induce a heat flux deviating from the assumed value of zero.
Moreover, when the condensation of the permeate vapor would
occur close to the permeate membrane surface, the heat flux would
be determined by the mass flux and the heat of condensation. Nev-
ertheless, unless heat is added on the permeate side there would be
a positive deviation from zero, enhancing the mass flux through the
coupling effects. This effect was observed doing simulating thermal
osmosis experiments, which showed the possibility of enhancing
the flux in pervaporation processes by increasing the temperature
gradient over the membrane. This has interesting technical conse-
quences.

Because of the novelty of the concept of the dividing surface, the
available transport parameters are limited. For the system of water
in a zeolite membrane there are no experimental or simulation
results available yet which give the surface properties and the cou-
pling constants. Although the transport parameters are estimated
based on simulation data and theory, and the values correspond to
values found for other systems, actual data are not available. The
values for q∗

i
at the interfaces and of the adsorbed phase, and the

values of rs
�� and rs

qq should be determined by experiments [55,56]
or molecular simulations [22,57] to give a better description of the
transport in this system.

6. Conclusions

Based on the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, trans-
port equations for coupled mass and heat transport are derived.
The calculated activity, fugacity and temperature profiles are com-
pared to a model neglecting surface and coupling effects. Taking
coupling and surface effects into account, reveals discontinuities
in temperature, activity and fugacity at the liquid/zeolite and zeo-
lite/support interfaces. The positive jump in activity shows that the
transfer across the interfaces can be governed by the temperature
gradient. The temperature difference over the zeolite layer was here
dominated by the interfaces. This could indicate that temperature

polarization occurring in pervaporation processes could, to a large
extent, be caused by surface effects. The calculated total activity
difference over the membrane was lower when coupling effects
were considered. The influence of the support on the overall mass
transport resistance is significant for both cases.
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� molar
Kn Knudsen
i i-side of interface
o o-side of interface
s surface
0 at standard state
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Increasing the temperature gradient across the membrane,
ecreases the activity gradient. This shows the possibility of
nhancing the mass flux by generating an energy sink at the per-
eate side of the membrane.

The transport parameters used to model this system are, to a
arge extent, estimates based on data of different systems. Molecu-
ar simulations or thermal osmosis experiments can provide better
stimates for these transport parameters.
cknowledgement
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Nomenclature

a activity
c concentration (mol m−3)
dp,A pore diameter in material A (m)
dpart particle diameter (m)

M–S diffusivity of component i in j (m2 s−1)
f fugacity (Pa)
HA,i enthalpy of component i in phase A (J mol−1)
J molar flux (mol m−2 s−1)
J′q observable heat flux (W m−2)
K Langmuir adsorption parameter (Pa−1)
Mi molar mass of component i (kg mol−1)
P pressure (Pa)
Psat vapor pressure of component i (Pa)
q∗ heat of transfer of component i (J mol−1)
qeq equilibrium loading (mol kg−1)
qsat saturation loading (mol kg−1)
R gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
rij resistivity coefficient
Si,A entropy of component i in phase A (J mol−1 K−1)
T temperature (K)
Vm partial molar volume (m3 mol−1)
v volume fraction
x molar fraction
z length coordinate (m)

Greek letters
ıA thickness of layer A (m)
 porosity
� viscosity (Pa s)
� thermodynamic correction factor
� fractional loading of component i
� heat conductivity of component i (W m−1 K−1)
� chemical potential of component i (J mol−1)

 density (kg m−3)
� entropy production in a homogeneous phase

(J s−1 K−1 m−3)
�s surface entropy production (J s−1 K−1 m−2)
� tortuosity
� velocity (m s−1)
�sat fugacity coefficient

Subscripts and superscripts
eff effective
l liquid
sup support material
z zeolite
i component i

l, z liquid/zeolite interface
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